CASE STUDY

Key Digital® helps Boston’s Restaurant Go for the Homerun with a New Video System

A great Restaurant and Sports Bar in Utah becomes a reality with the help of AVI Systems and Key Digital’s SDG (System Design Group).

How do you make Utah’s newest pizza place a place worth going to dine? Just install the neatest video system for watching sports in the area.

In June, 2007 the people of Northern Utah anxiously await the grand opening of Boston’s Restaurant and Sports Grill which could be the most advanced pizza place in the state of Utah. With the help of great owners and the team at AVI Systems, Boston’s Restaurant and Sports Grill has been built into a pizza and plasma lover’s dream.

To start with, you have an inviting dining area that is equipped with six 42” Pioneer plasma TV’s located throughout the seating area, making sure that everybody is able to comfortably view their favorite television programs while eating delicious food.

Located in the bar area, customers are able to choose from four different 50” Pioneer plasma as well as two more 42” plasma TV’s all of which are able to view different programs simultaneously thanks to the technology of four 8x4 video/audio matrix switchers [KD-MSW8X4Pro] from Key Digital.

All in all, Boston’s Restaurant and Sports Grill is equipped with 12 Pioneer plasma televisions accompanied with the clean and crisp sound of over 20 Klipsch speakers as well as automation with the help of a Control 4 audio matrix switch that controls the juke box as well as the satellite boxes allowing for audio to switch for your choice of background music.